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Advan ed te hniques applied to ba ktra k
sear h SAT algorithms have a hieved remarkable improvements (Bayardo Jr. &
S hrag 1997; Marques-Silva & Sakallah 1999;
Moskewi z et al. 2001), having been shown to
be ru ial for solving hard instan es of SAT
obtained from real-world appli ations. Moreover, and from a pra ti al perspe tive, the
most e e tive algorithms are omplete, and
so able to prove what lo al sear h is not apable of, i.e. unsatis ability. Indeed, this is
often the obje tive in a large number of signi ant real-world appli ations.
Nevertheless, it is also widely a epted that
lo al sear h (Selman & Kautz 1993) an often
have lear advantages with respe t to ba ktra k sear h, sin e it is allowed to start the
sear h over again whenever it gets stu k in a
lo ally optimal partial solution. This advantage of lo al sear h has motivated the study of
approa hes for relaxing ba ktra king onditions (while still assuring ompleteness). The
key idea is to unrestri tedly hoose the point
to ba ktra k to, in order to avoid thrashing
during ba ktra k sear h. Moreover, one an
think of ombining di erent forms of relaxing
the identi ation of the ba ktra k point. In
this paper, we propose a new generi framework for implementing di erent ba ktra king
strategies, referred to as unrestri ted ba ktra king. Besides des ribing the unrestri ted
ba ktra king sear h strategy, we also establish ompleteness onditions for the resulting
SAT algorithms.
The remainder of this paper is organized
as follows. The next se tion presents de nitions used throughout the paper. Afterwards,
we brie y survey ba ktra k sear h SAT algorithms. Then we introdu e the unrestri ted

In re ent years, di erent ba ktra k sear h
Propositional Satis ability (SAT) algorithms
have proposed relaxing the identi ation of
the ba ktra k point in the sear h tree. Even
though relaxing the identi ation of the ba ktra k point an be signi ant in solving hard
instan es of SAT, it is also true that the resulting algorithms may no longer be omplete.
This paper proposes a new ba ktra k sear h
strategy, unrestri ted ba ktra king, that naturally aptures relaxations of the identi ation of the ba ktra k point in the sear h
tree, most notably sear h restarts and random ba ktra king. Moreover, the paper proposes a number of onditions that guarantee
the ompleteness of generi unrestri ted ba ktra king SAT algorithms.

Introdu tion

Propositional Satis ability is a well-known
NP- omplete problem, with theoreti al and
pra ti al signi an e, and with extensive appli ations in many elds of Computer S ien e
and Engineering, in luding Arti ial Intelligen e and Ele troni Design Automation.
Current state-of-the-art SAT solvers in orporate sophisti ated pruning te hniques as
well as new strategies on how to organize
the sear h. E e tive sear h pruning te hniques are based, among others, on nogood
learning and dependen y-dire ted ba ktra king (Stallman & Sussman 1977) and ba kjumping (Gas hnig 1979), whereas re ent effe tive strategies introdu e variations on the
organization of ba ktra k sear h. Examples of su h strategies are weak- ommitment
sear h (Yokoo 1994), sear h restarts (Gomes,
Selman, & Kautz 1998) and random ba ktra king (Lyn e, Baptista, & Marques-Silva
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The vast majority of ba ktra k sear h SAT
algorithms build upon the original ba ktra k sear h algorithm of Davis, Logemann
and Loveland (Davis, Logemann, & Loveland
1962). The ba ktra k sear h algorithm is implemented by a sear h pro ess that impli itly
enumerates the spa e of 2n possible binary assignments to the n problem variables. Ea h
di erent truth assignment de nes a sear h
path within the sear h spa e. A de ision level
is asso iated with ea h variable sele tion and
assignment. The rst variable sele tion orresponds to de ision level 1, and the de ision
level is in remented by 1 for ea h new de ision
assignment 1 . In addition, and for ea h de ision level, the unit lause rule (Davis & Putnam 1960) is applied. If a lause is unit, then
the sole free literal must be assigned value 1
for the formula to be satis ed. In this ase,
the value of the literal and of the asso iated
variable are said to be implied. The iterated
appli ation of the unit lause rule is often referred to as Boolean Constraint Propagation
(BCP).
In hronologi al ba ktra king, the sear h
algorithm keeps tra k of whi h de ision assignments have been toggled. Given an unsatis ed lause (i.e. a on i t or a dead
end) at de ision level d, the algorithm he ks
whether at the urrent de ision level the orresponding de ision variable x has already
been toggled. If not, the algorithms erases the
variable assignments whi h are implied by the
assignment on x, in luding the assignment on
x, assigns the opposite value to x, and marks
de ision variable x as toggled. In ontrast, if
the value of x has already been toggled, the
sear h ba ktra ks to de ision level d 1.
Re ent state-of-the-art SAT solvers utilize di erent forms of non- hronologi al ba ktra king (Bayardo Jr.
& S hrag 1997;
Marques-Silva & Sakallah 1999; Moskewi z
et al. 2001), in whi h ea h identi ed oni t is analyzed, its auses identi ed, and a
new lause reated to explain and prevent
the identi ed on i ting onditions. Created
lauses are then used to ompute the ba ktra k point as the most re ent de ision assignment from all the de ision assignments
represented in the re orded lause. Moreover,
some of the (larger) re orded lauses are even-

ba ktra king sear h strategy and analyze examples of spe i formulations of unrestri ted
ba ktra king. In addition, we relate ompleteness onditions with the di erent forms
of ba ktra king. Finally, we des ribe related
work, and on lude by suggesting future resear h dire tions.

De nitions

This se tion introdu es the notational
framework used throughout the paper. Propositional variables are denoted
x1 ; : : : ; xn , and an be assigned truth values
0 (or F ) or 1 (or T ). The truth value
assigned to a variable x is denoted by  (x).
(When lear from ontext we use x = x ,
where x 2 f0; 1g). A literal l is either a
variable xi or its negation :xi . A lause
! is a disjun tion of literals and a CNF
formula ' is a onjun tion of lauses. A
lause is said to be satis ed if at least one of
its literals assumes value 1, unsatis ed if all
of its literals assume value 0, unit if all but
one literal assume value 0, and unresolved
otherwise. Literals with no assigned truth
value are said to be free literals. A formula
is said to be satis ed if all its lauses are
satis ed, and is unsatis ed if at least one
lause is unsatis ed. A truth assignment for
a formula is a set of assigned variables and
their orresponding truth values. The SAT
problem onsists of de iding whether there
exists a truth assignment to the variables
su h that the formula be omes satis ed.
SAT algorithms an be hara terized as
being either omplete or in omplete. Complete algorithms an establish unsatis ability
if given enough CPU time; in omplete algorithms annot. In a sear h ontext, omplete
algorithms are often referred to as systemati ,
whereas in omplete algorithms are referred to
as non-systemati .

Ba ktra k Sear h SAT Algorithms

Over the years a large number of algorithms have been proposed for SAT, from
the original Davis-Putnam pro edure (Davis
& Putnam 1960), to re ent ba ktra k sear h
algorithms (Bayardo Jr. & S hrag 1997;
Zhang 1997; Marques-Silva & Sakallah 1999;
Moskewi z et al. 2001) and to lo al sear h
algorithms (Selman & Kautz 1993), among
many others.

1

Observe that all the assignments made before the rst
de ision assignment orrespond to de ision level 0.
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tually deleted. Clauses an be deleted opportunisti ally whenever they are no longer relevant for the urrent sear h path (MarquesSilva & Sakallah 1999).

logi al ba ktra king, non- hronologi al ba ktra king with lause re ording is applied in
between AFB steps, and if the number of
on i ts in between AFB steps in reases by
a onstant value iK , then the resulting UB
strategy orresponds to sear h restarts with
non- hronologi al ba ktra k sear h (and with
lause re ording) (Baptista & Marques-Silva
2000).
If instead of a sear h restart the AFB step
in the previous strategies onsists of a random ba ktra k step, then the resulting algorithm orresponds to sto hasti systemati
sear h (Lyn e, Baptista, & Marques-Silva
2001).
Moreover one an also envision new, though
more elaborate, UB strategies, that involve
di erent forms of AFB. An example of su h a
UB strategy ould be applying an AFB orresponding to random ba ktra king after every
K on i ts (where K an be stri tly in reasing), and applying an AFB step orresponding to a sear h restart after every M on i ts
(where M an also be stri tly in reasing).

Unrestri ted Ba ktra king

Unrestri ted ba ktra king relaxes the ondition that ba ktra king must be taken to the
most re ent de ision assignment in a re orded
lause. In other words, whenever a deadend is rea hed, the sear h algorithm is allowed to unrestri tedly ba ktra k to any point
(i.e. de ision level) in the urrent sear h
path. Clearly, this unrestri ted ba ktra k
step an also be the usual hronologi al or
non- hronologi al ba ktra k steps. Besides
the freedom for sele ting the ba ktra k point
in the de ision tree, unrestri ted ba ktra king entails a poli y for applying di erent
ba ktra k steps in sequen e. Ea h ba ktra k step an be sele ted among hronologi al ba ktra king (CB), non- hronologi al
ba ktra king (NCB) or alternative forms of
ba ktra king (AFB) (e.g., sear h restarts,
weak- ommitment sear h, random ba ktra king, heuristi ba ktra king, or onstant-depth
ba ktra king, among many others). More
formally, unrestri ted ba ktra king onsists
of de ning a sequen e of ba ktra k steps
fBSt1; BSt2 ; BSt3; : : :g su h that ea h ba ktra k step BSti an either be a hronologi al,
a non- hronologi al or an alternative form of
ba ktra king, i.e. BSti 2 fCB; NCB; AFBg.
The de nition of unrestri ted ba ktra king (UB) allows apturing the ba ktra king
sear h strategies used by urrent state-of-theart SAT solvers.
Clearly, if the UB strategy spe i es always applying the CB step or always applying
the NCB step, then we respe tively apture
the hronologi al and non- hronologi al ba ktra king sear h strategies.
For example, onsider a UB strategy onsisting of applying an AFB step after every
K hronologi al ba ktra k steps, and where
the AFB step is a sear h restart. Then this
UB strategy orresponds to sear h restarts in
( hronologi al) ba ktra k sear h (Gomes, Selman, & Kautz 1998) 2 , hen e being an an
in omplete algorithm. If instead of hrono-

Why Unrestri ted Ba ktra king?
In the previous se tion we illustrated
how unrestri ted ba ktra king aptures the
most su essful ba ktra king strategies urrently used for SAT. Nevertheless, and besides allowing apturing di erent ba ktra king strategies, one may wonder the a tual usefulness of unrestri ted ba ktra king.
We start by observing that a uni ed representation for di erent ba ktra king strategies allows establishing general ompleteness
onditions for lasses of ba ktra king strategies and not only for ea h individual strategy, as it has often been done. By utilizing a uni ed representation, we an establish
onditions that apply to all variations of unrestri ted ba ktra king. This will naturally
simplify establishing ompleteness results for
future ba ktra king strategies.
It should also be observed that the most
ompetitive SAT solvers, e.g. (Marques-Silva
& Sakallah 1999; Moskewi z et al. 2001)
do indeed apply multiple ba ktra king strategies. Hen e, unrestri ted ba ktra king naturally models the organization of modern
state-of-the-art SAT solvers.

2
In this ase we assume that the variable sele tion
heuristi an be randomized as des ribed in (Gomes, Selman, & Kautz 1998).
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on i t path
path lause:
(:xi _ xj _ xk )

on i t sub-path
on i t lause:
(:xi _ xk )

xi

as a nogood, or simply as a on i t- lause).
The subset of de ision assignments that is delared to be asso iated with a given on i t is
referred to as a on i t sub-path. A straightforward on i t analysis pro edure onsists of
onstru ting a lause with all the de ision assignments in the on i t path. In this ase
the reated lause is referred to as a pathlause. Figure 1 illustrates these de nitions.
As a nal note, for the ba ktra king strategies onsidered below, we restri t ourselves
to the ones spe i ally used in the SAT
domain. As a result, we do not onsider non- hronologi al ba ktra king strategies that are not based on re ording on i tindu ed lauses.

xi = 1

xi = 0

xj

xk

CONFLICT

Figure 1: Sear h tree de nitions

Completeness Issues

Standard Ba ktra king Strategies

In this se tion we address the problem of
guaranteeing the ompleteness of algorithms
that implement some form of unrestri ted
ba ktra king. As illustrated in the previous
se tions, unrestri ted ba ktra king an yield
in omplete algorithms. Before pro eeding,
however, we need to introdu e a few de nitions.

It is well-known that the hronologial and non- hronologi al ba ktra king algorithms proposed for SAT are omplete (Davis
& Putnam 1960; Marques-Silva & Sakallah
1999). Basi ally these algorithms are omplete be ause there is always an impli it
explanation for why a solution annot be
found in the portion of the sear h spa e already sear hed; either the set of already toggled variables or previously re orded on i t
lauses. Also, observe that non- hronologi al
ba ktra king is omplete even when lause
deletion is applied.
Besides the ompleteness results, it is also
useful to understand whether CB and NCB
an repeat on i t paths and on i t subpaths.

Preliminaries

In what follows we assume the organization of a ba ktra k sear h SAT algorithm as
des ribed earlier in this paper. The main
loop of the algorithm onsists of sele ting a
variable assignment (i.e. a de ision assignment), making that assignment, and propagating that assignment using BCP. In the
presen e of an unsatis ed lause (i.e. a oni t) the algorithm ba ktra ks to a de ision
assignment that an be toggled 3 . Ea h time
a on i t is identi ed, all the urrent de ision assignments de ne a on i t path in the
sear h tree. (Observe that we restri t the definition of on i t path solely with respe t to
the de ision assignments.) After a on i t
is identi ed, we may apply a on i t analysis pro edure (Bayardo Jr. & S hrag 1997;
Marques-Silva & Sakallah 1999; Moskewi z et
al. 2001) to identify a subset of the de ision
assignments that represent a suÆ ient ondition for produ ing the same on i t. This
subset of de ision assignments is in general
represented as a new lause, being referred to
as a on i t-indu ed lause (being also known

Theorem 1 For an unrestri ted ba ktra king algorithm that only implements either
hronologi al ba ktra k (CB) steps or nonhronologi al ba ktra k (NCB) steps, the following holds:

 For either CB or NCB, no
repeated.

on i t paths are

 For CB on i t sub-paths an be repeated.
 For NCB, where all re orded lauses are
kept, no on i t sub-paths are repeated.

 For

NCB where some (large) re orded
lauses are opportunisti ally deleted, oni t sub-paths an be repeated.

3

Without loss of generality, we assume that NCB also
uses variable toggling.
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operation of the sear h algorithm. Clearly, in
this ase the algorithm does not loop and will
eventually nish.

Sin e the sear h spa e is impli itly enumerated in a given order, and sin e the
sear h pro ess only toggles untoggled variables, we are guaranteed never to repeat a
on i t path. This is true for both CB and
NCB. Moreover, observe that this is true for
NCB even when lauses get opportunisti ally
deleted. Indeed, a re orded lause an only be
deleted provided some other re orded lause
explains why a portion of the sear h spa e
does not ontain a solution (Marques-Silva &
Sakallah 1999). A simple indu tion argument
allows establishing ompleteness and onsequently the fa t that on i t paths are not
repeated.
Clearly, on i t sub-paths an be repeated
for CB, sin e no lause re ording takes pla e.
Moreover, and for NCB, if all on i t- lauses
are kept, then no on i t sub-paths an be
repeated, sin e the sear h pro ess and BCP
prevent sets of de ision assignments that dire tly unsatisfy lauses. Finally, if re orded
lauses an be deleted, then on i t subpaths an be repeated, in parti ular on i t
sub-paths asso iated with re orded lauses
that get deleted during the sear h pro ess.
In the next se tions we analyze ompleteness onditions when AFB steps are also
taken during the sear h pro ess. We should
emphasize that in all ases, the results established do not depend on the a tual AFB step
that is taken, but only on what is suÆ ient
to be done to guarantee ompleteness in the
presen e of the AFB steps.

Corollary 3 An unrestri ted ba ktra king
algorithm is omplete provided it re ords a
path- lause for ea h identi ed on i t.
The previous argument an also be used for
establishing the following results.

Theorem 4 An unrestri ted ba ktra king algorithm does not repeat on i t sub-paths provided it re ords a on i t- lause for ea h identi ed on i t.
The same reasoning that was used above
for path- lauses applies in this ase. The existen e of the on i t- lause and the appli ation of BCP guarantees that the same set of
de ision assignments be omes disallowed by
the operation of the sear h algorithm.

Corollary 5 An unrestri ted ba ktra king
algorithm does not repeat on i t paths provided it re ords a on i t- lause for ea h identi ed on i t.
Sin e the algorithm does not repeat oni t sub-paths, it must ne essarily not repeat
on i t paths. Moreover, and as above, ompleteness of the sear h algorithm is guaranteed.

Corollary 6 An unrestri ted ba ktra king
algorithm that re ords a on i t- lause for
ea h identi ed on i t is omplete.
Given the above results, one an further relate algorithms that re ord path- lauses and
algorithms that re ord on i t- lauses. Basi ally, an algorithm that re ords on i tlauses does not repeat on i t paths, but an
algorithm that re ords path- lauses an repeat on i t sub-paths.

Strong Completeness Conditions

In this se tion we onsider unrestri ted
ba ktra king algorithms that re ord (and
keep) a lause for ea h identi ed on i t. In
this situation, and given the de nitions given
above for a on i t path (and possibly assoiated path- lause or on i t-indu ed lause),
the following results an be established.

Theorem 7 An unrestri ted ba ktra king algorithm that re ords a path- lause for ea h
identi ed on i t an repeat on i t subpaths.
Observe that path- lauses do not onstrain
proper sub-sets of de ision assignments, and
so these sub-sets may o ur again during the
sear h pro ess.
The previous onditions for ensuring ompleteness entail re ording a lause for ea h
identi ed on i t. Hen e, the number of

Theorem 2 An unrestri ted ba ktra king algorithm does not repeat on i t paths provided it re ords a path- lause for ea h identied on i t.
Sin e a path- lause aptures the de ision
assignments asso iated with a on i t, the existen e of that lause and the appli ation of
BCP guarantees that the same set of de ision assignments be omes disallowed by the
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on i t- lause after every M identi ed on-

lauses grows linearly with the number of oni ts, and so in the worst- ase exponentially
with the number of variables.
Finally, we note that the observation that
keeping all re orded lauses yields a omplete
algorithm has been previously stated by others (Ginsberg 1993; Yokoo 1994), in the ontext of spe i variations on ba ktra king algorithms.

i ts for whi h an AFB step is taken.
The same reasoning used above applies. Instead of re ording a on i t lause after every on i t for whi h an AFB step is taken,
we re ord a lause after every M on i ts for
whi h an AFB is taken.
Corollary 10 Under the onditions of Theorem 8 and Theorem 9, the number of times a
on i t path or a on i t sub-path is repeated
is upper-bounded.
As shown earlier, the resulting algorithm
is omplete. Hen e, the number of di erent de ision assignments onsidered is upperbounded, and the same ne essarily holds for
the number of times a on i t sub-path or a
on i t-path is repeated.
As one nal remark, observe that for the
previous onditions, the number of re orded
lauses grows linearly with the number of oni ts where an AFB step is taken, and so in
the worst- ase exponentially in the number of
variables.
Other approa hes to guarantee ompleteness involve in reasing the value of some
onstraint asso iated with the sear h algorithm. The following results illustrate these
approa hes.
Theorem 11 Suppose an unrestri ted ba ktra king strategy that applies a sequen e of
ba ktra k steps. If for this sequen e the number of on i ts in between AFB steps stri tly
in reases after ea h AFB step, then the resulting algorithm is omplete.
Observe that sin e the number of oni ts in between AFB steps is stri tly inreasing, then eventually the sear h algorithm will have a suÆ ient number of hronologi al or non- hronologi al ba ktra k steps
to either prove satis ability or unsatis ability. We should also note that this result an be viewed as a generalization of
the ompleteness-ensuring ondition used in
sear h restarts, that onsists of in reasing
the ba ktra k uto value after ea h sear h
restart (Baptista & Marques-Silva 2000) 4 .
Finally, observe that in this situation the
growth in the number of lauses an be
made polynomial, provided lause deletion

Weak Completeness Conditions

The results established in the previous se tion guarantee ompleteness at the ost of
re ording (and keeping) a lause for ea h
identi ed on i t. In this se tion we propose
and analyze onditions for relaxing this requirement. We allow for some lauses to be
deleted during the sear h pro ess, and only
require that some spe i re orded lauses are
kept. (We should note that lause deletion
does not apply to hronologi al ba ktra king
strategies, and also that in non- hronologi al
strategies existing deletion poli ies do not
ompromise the ompleteness of the algorithm.) Afterwards, we propose other onditions that do not require spe i re orded
lauses to be kept. As des ribed earlier, we
assume that unrestri ted ba ktra king onsists of an arbitrary sequen e of CB, NCB and
AFB steps. Moreover, we say that a re orded
lause is kept provided it is prevented from
being deleted during the subsequent sear h.

Theorem 8 An unrestri ted ba ktra king algorithm is omplete provided it re ords (and
keeps) a on i t- lause for ea h identi ed
on i t for whi h an AFB step is taken.
We know that both hronologi al and nonhronologi al ba ktra king yield omplete algorithms, even when large lauses are deleted
in non- hronologi al ba ktra king. Moreover,
if we re ord a on i t lause ea h time an
AFB step is taken, then this same on i t
sub-path will not be further repeated again
during the remaining sear h, and so AFBs
will subsequently be taken on di erent oni t sub-paths. Hen e, the sear h pro ess
must ne essarily terminate. Note that we an
strengthen the previous result.

Theorem 9 Given a integer onstant M ,
an unrestri ted ba ktra king algorithm is
omplete provided it re ords (and keeps) a

4

Observe that, given this ondition, the resulting algorithm resembles iterative-deepening.
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1979) and others (see for example (De hter
1990) in the ontext of Constraint Satisfa tion Problems (CSP)). Moreover, a thorough
analysis of on i t-dire ted ba kjumping an
be found in (Chen & van Beek 2001).

is applied on lauses re orded from nonhronologi al ba ktra k steps.
The next result establishes onditions for
guaranteeing ompleteness whenever large
re orded lauses (due to an AFB step) are
opportunisti ally deleted. The idea is to inrease the size of re orded lauses that are
kept after ea h AFB step. Another approa h is to in rease the life-span of largere orded lauses, by in reasing the relevan ebased learning threshold (Bayardo Jr. &
S hrag 1997).

The introdu tion of variations in the ba ktra k step is also related to dynami ba ktra king (Ginsberg 1993). Dynami ba ktra king establishes a method by whi h ba ktra k points an be moved deeper in the
sear h tree. This allows avoiding the unneeded erasing of the amount of sear h that
has been done thus far. The target is to
nd a way to dire tly "erase" the value assigned to a variable as opposed to ba ktra king to it, moving the ba kjump variable to the
end of the partial solution in order to repla e
its value without modifying the values of the
variables that urrently follow it. More reently, Ginsberg and M Allester ombined loal sear h and dynami ba ktra king in an algorithm whi h enables arbitrary sear h movement (Ginsberg & M Allester 1994), starting
with any omplete assignment and evolving
by ipping values of variables obtained from
the on i ts.

Theorem 12 Suppose an unrestri ted ba ktra king strategy that applies a spe i sequen e of ba ktra k steps. If for this sequen e,
either the size of the largest re orded lause or
the size of the relevan e-based learning threshold is in reased after ea h AFB step is taken,
then the resulting algorithm is omplete.

Similarly to the previous result, by in reasing the size of large re orded lauses or the
life-span of large re orded lauses ea h time
an AFB step is taken, we are guaranteed to
eventually keep all the lauses required to
prevent the repetition of on i t sub-paths,
and so either prove satis ability or unsatis ability. Observe that for this last result
the number of lauses an grow exponentially
with the number of variables.
We should note that the observation
regarding in reasing the relevan e-based
learning threshold was rst suggested
in (Moskewi z et al. 2001).
One nal result addresses the number of
times on i t paths and on i t sub-paths
an be repeated.

In weak- ommitment sear h (Yokoo 1994),
the algorithm onstru ts a onsistent partial
solution, but ommits to the partial solution
weakly, in ontrast to standard ba ktra king
algorithms whi h never abandon a partial solution unless it turns out to be hopeless (i.e.
when it is shown not to yield a solution).
Moreover, sear h restarts have been proposed and shown e e tive for real-world instan es of SAT (Gomes, Selman, & Kautz
1998). The sear h is repeatedly restarted
whenever a uto value is rea hed. The algorithm proposed is not omplete, sin e the
restart uto point is kept onstant. In (Baptista & Marques-Silva 2000), sear h restarts
were jointly used with learning for solving
hard real-world instan es of SAT. This later
algorithm is omplete, sin e the ba ktra k
uto value in reases after ea h restart. More
re ently, a highly-optimized omplete SAT
solver (Moskewi z et al. 2001) has su essfully ombined non- hronologi al ba ktra king and restarts, again obtaining remarkable results on solving real-world instan es of
SAT.

Corollary 13 Under the onditions of Theorem 11 and Theorem 12, the number of times
a a on i t path or a on i t sub-path is repeated is upper-bounded.
Clearly, the reasoning that was used for establishing Corollary 10 an also be applied in
this ase.

Related Work

Di erent variations of non- hronologi al
ba ktra king (e.g. ba kjumping) and di erent forms of nogood learning were originally
proposed by Stallman and Sussman in (Stallman & Sussman 1977) in the area of Truth
Maintenan e Systems (TMS), and independently studied by J. Gas hnig (Gas hnig
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This paper proposes and analyzes a general
framework for unrestri tedly ba ktra king in
SAT algorithms. Moreover, we propose di erent onditions for ensuring the ompleteness
of SAT algorithms.
In the near future, we expe t to study other
variations of this new ba ktra king strategy.
We an envision the implementation of di erent hybrids (e.g. weak- ommitment sear h,
sear h restarts and random ba ktra king), all
guaranteed to be omplete and so apable
of proving unsatis ability. In this generi
framework, the a tual ba ktra k point an
be de ned using either randomization, heuristi knowledge, onstant-depth ba ktra king
or sear h restarts, among other possible approa hes. In addition, it will be important to
ondu t a omprehensive experimental evaluation and ategorization of the proposed
ba ktra king strategies.
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